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CSU Chancellor announces new faculty layoffs for June ’93
BY LES MAHLER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

For the first time in the 30-year
history of the CSU system,
tenured-track and tenured faculty
could be laid off by June 1993.
The announcement was made
by CSU Chancellor Barry Munitz
late Wednesday afternoon at the
CSU headquarters in Long Beach,
following a two-day Board of
Trustees meeting.
Munitz said that as many as

340 faculty members at 11 campuses could lose their positions.
The system has 20 campuses
spread from San Marcos in the
southern part of the state to Humboldt State University in Humboldt County.
Although some layoff notices
have already been sent out to faculty, Munitz said he would rescind
all those letters for the upcoming
spring semester. But the chancellor said layoff notices would be

SJSU’s support
staff protests
contract delay
Protesters wear black arm bands,
sign petitions over budget cutbacks
BY JON SOLOMON
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Many employees of SJSU’s support staff wore black arm bands
Thesday in protest of recent CSU
layoffs, proposed take-aways and
the absence of a contract since
May 31.
Several hundred members of
the support staff, which includes
nurses, secretaries, technicians,
clerical workers and custodians,
also signed petitions denouncing
the recent cuts and slow contract
negotiations. The petitions were
sent to Long Beach, where CSU
Chancellor Barry Munitz and the
CSU Board of Trustees held meetings Thesday and Wednesday.
At CSU campuses statewide,
similar types of events were organized to put pressure on the chancellor and the trustees.
"We’ll keep putting the pressure on in the future in whatever
ways we can" said Beverly Waller-

Wharton, administration operation analyst for SJSU’s undergraduate studies. She is also a representative of the union’s Unit Nine
Bargaining, one of the four units
that California State Employees
Association represents.
"The employees are treated as
second-class citizens" she said.
Under a program known as
the "Golden Handshake," faculty
members more than 50 years old,
who have five years of service in
the CSU, can gain four years ot
extra service pension credit. But,
the support staff is being offered a
two-year "Tin" Handshake retirement plan, Waller-Wharton said.
"The original intent was to
keep the faculty and the support
staff equal" said Colleen Bentley Adler, spokeswoman for the chancellor’s office. But the state legislature brought it down to four years

sent out in March for the following year.
At SJSU, the oldest campus in
the state-wide system, administrators would "not know for a while"
if the announcement affects the
university, according to Lori Stahl,
public affairs officer,
"We don’t know if it (the
announcement) applies to the
campus" Stahl said.
SJSU and other CSU campuses
have been hit by massive layoffs

and class closures as California,
mired in a deep recession and a
$10.7 billion deficit, struggled to
find funding for higher education.
Munitz made the announcement in the aftermath of an 8.8
percent cut in the CSU’s budget
from the state this year.
That cut in funding amounts to
$146 million from the CSU’s $1.6
billion budget.
The CSU derives about 85 percent of its total budget from the

At SJSU, the increase raised
student fees to $778 per semester
from the previous $592 for a fulltime student.
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( ynthia Patterson looks on to her two fellow dancers, Lisa Freedman and Edvins Puns in Fred Matthews dance rehearsal class.

See LAYOFF PROTEST, Page’ 4

Recall campaign aimed at Wilson;
organizing efforts to begin today
BY SEAN COOPER

Spartan Duly Staff Wnter

lealth library houses medical information
The Health Resource Library
in the Health Building is designed
to help students with any medical
questions and class projects they
may have. Since most students are
not aware of the library, few have
benefited from the vast information the libtary may have.
The health library is designed
to help students with their projects and make the information
easier and more accessible to stu-

To make up for part of that
financial loss, student fees were
increased by state lawmakers by
40 percent. That increase amounted to $372 annually for full-time
students.

,

special resources
Spartan Daily stall Writer

staff, as well as cut back on services throughout the university.

Reflecting on dance

New library holds
BY VICTOR A. MARKOVICH, JR.

state’s general appropriation budget. But with two years of being in
a deficit, lawmakers have had to
trim back on budgets throughout
the state.
SJSU, just last semester, laid off
195 faculty members and canceled
600 classes. Just before the start of
the fall semester in August, 250
classes and 95 faculty members
were reinstated.
Along with faculty, SJSU has
had to lay off administrators and

dents.
Helsing, who is a Student
Health Services educator and the
organizer of the health library, has
designed the library to be consumer-oriented.
"I didn’t even know this library
existed until this semester" said
Darrell Arellano, a senior majoring in nutrition who is concentrating his studies in dietetics this
semester. "I am required t., take a
field -experience class, ant. I was
See HEALTH LIBRARY, Page 4

JENNIFER FEURTADO
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Kathleen Helsing, health educator, shows Information that can be
found in the new Health Resource Library.

Riding the crest of political
activity in San Jose, Californians
for Responsible Government is
holding an organizational meeting tonight at 8 at the Northside
Community Center to recruit volunteers for the "Recall Wilson"
campaign.
What started out as public dissatisfaction with the California
state budget crisis is turning into a
grassroots movement as the campaign is calling for volunteers to
aid in putting an initiative on the
November ballot to remove Gov.
Pete Wilson from office.
"We looked around and saw a
lot of people unhappy with what
was going on" said Ed Vasquez,

the campaign’s state controller.
"We’re basically providing the
vehicle of leadership"
To secure the initiative in time
for the November election, the
campaign needs to gather one
million signatures.
Tonight’s meeting is being held
to raise awareness about the recall
effort and to mobilize volunteers
in circulating the petitions and
organizing funding support rallies.
"We know there are a lot of
people out there who are unhappy
and who want to help do something about it:’ Vasquez said.
For more information, contact
the Northside Community Center
located at 488 N. 6th St. in San
Jose.

Campus library system adversely affected by cuts Clintods ’People First’
approach causes delay

BY JANE MONTES
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

At a meeting of the American
Library Association’s annual conference this summer in San Francisco, California public schools
have been named the worst in the
nation.
SJSU, being a public institution, is included in this standing.
According to a survey done on
CSU Library expenditures in the
school year 199u-91, San Jose
spent about $6.2 million. In 199192 the school spent more than
$5.8 million. The difference in the
two school years amounts to
almost a million dollars. According to Library Director C. James
Schmidt, the total expenditure for
this school year will be even less

because of the budget cuts.
"A juvenile incarcerated has a
better chance at getting better
library services than a student
attending a regular public institution" Schmidt said.
A current trend in CSU
libraries is the decrease in the purchase of reading materials like
subscriptions and book purchases. In the 1985-86 school year,
CSU libraries purchased 355,000;
that number has decreased to
225,000 in 1991-92.
The library is currently discussing the situation with faculty
from different campus departments to see which journals and
book purchases could possibly be
canceled. "Students are going to
have to go to other libraries to get

their information when they
already pay for it here" said James
Yu a junior who works part time
for the library.
Although the library has not
raised the fee for printing or overdue books, Schmidt is uncertain
whether or not these fees will be
increased. The library has not laid
off any permanent staff or regular
temporary
The
employees.
employees who worked less than
full time were laid off.
With fewer employees, students wanting to use the library
will have to wait longer for services or even search harder for a
book that has not been reshelved
because no one has done it. "The
number of students wanting to
use the library is the same as last

year. You don’t get 10.53 student
asking for help at the reference
you get 10 humans, not
desk
statistics," Schmidt said.
Regardless of the cuts, the
library is still going to continue
the library orientation for students and faculty. The tours are
organized by Judy Reynolds,
library educator and assistant
program head, who plans on
explaining to students in classes
how to look for information.
According to Lorene Sisson,
librarian, the CSU system is
already behind in education. The
cut to the library services leaves
less hope for the future. "You’re
going to pay at the beginning or
end, but you’ll pay more in the
end" Sisson said.

BY MARIA C. ROSE

Spartan Daily Stall Writer

When Democratic presidential
candidate Bill Clinton finally
arrived at SJSU Tuesday after noon, most people had been waiting under a grueling sun well
beyond the expected arrival time.
Stepping up to the podium an
hour and 15 minutes late, Clinton
was surprised at the size of the
crowd, estimated at 10,000 by the
University Police Department.
"I never expected to see this
many people" Clinton said as he
stared out at the assembled mass
of humanity.

Because of his last minute
acceptance to follow a speech
given by President Bush in Utah,
the Arkansas governor’s visit to
SJSU was shifted from 10:30 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m. But it was not until
2:45 p.m. that Clinton finally
addressed the crowd
The candidate’s tendency to
make impromptu stops to meet
people and shake hands caused
delays which neither the Secret
Service nor the Clinton campaign
organizers could control, according to spokesman Steve Schender
See CLINTON, Page 4
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EDITORIAL

S. J. needs its symphony
Musicians rehearsed on the steps of
the San Jose Center for the Performing Arts because of a lack of money,
the padlocked doors a symbol of what
is happening to cultural awareness in
this country.
One hundred and thirteen years of
music and culture in San Jose almost
disappeared in a flash. Why? Because
legislators, administrators and management don’t know what they’re
doing.
Once again it seemed the arts
would get the short end of the stick.
Because of a $1.5 million deficit, the
San Jose Symphony almost missed
this season’s opening night.
Across America today, music programs are being cut from schools, elementary and high schools. What can
be said of a country that can spend
billions of dollars on bumblebees and
pregnant frogs in outer space but cannot teach its young the value of understanding and expressing cultural
identity?
How are we, in the words of Rodney King, supposed to "get along" if
we aren’t exposed to one another’s
cultural differences? How can we
rejoice in the cultural diversity of our
country if our children do not understand where that diversity comes
from?
The answer is we can’t. We can’t

"get along" and we cannot rejoice if
we do not understand and we do not
experience.
The inability of management to
create a balanced budget (sound
familiar?) should be a signal that
something is wrong, something larger. The money spent on the salaries of
legislators and administrators should
be redirected.
In the case of the Symphony, if each
musician is only being payed $15,000
for nine months of part-time work,
where is the rest of the money going?
Management.
Doing away with the symphony
would do away with an enormous
facet of the cultural character of San
Jose. A top-notch music director,
Leonid Grin, and a top-notch symphony should be cherished.
What might the future be like without Tchaikovsky’s "Nutcracker" during the holiday season or Elgar’s
"Pomp and Circumstance" at graduation? Our children may never know
unless we stand up in support of the
arts music, theater and dance,
painting, design and sculpture, photography, graphics and computer aided design
all arts.
Keep music and arts programs in
the schools and performing arts companies in the cities.

Letters to the editor
An era of hypocrisy
Almost 50 years ago in 1942 when
Hitler attempted ethnic cleansing and
herded millions of Jews, Gypsies, and
other non -Aryan minorities living in
the territories under German control,
the world coined the term ’Holocaust’
which send a chill through the spine.
Now in 1992 the world is witnessing
another holocaust, but has decided to
ignore it and pretend innocence. In a
short period of 4 months the Serbian
army has occupied most of BosniaHerzegovina, killed an estimated
77,000 Bosnians, herded 107,000 in
concentration camps and made more
than 2.3 millions homeless refugees.
The world is again a passive on
looker the UN and its mighty Security
Council has passed strong resolutions
condemning Serbia and has imposed
sanctions( which have hurt Bosnia
more than Serbia).
US, Britain and France have issued
a strong warning to the Iraqi government that they might come to the aid
of Shiite moslems in southern Iraq, if
he continued to oppose them, but
they fear that a similar warning to Serbia will drag into a quagmire.
The Pentagon, which planned and
executed the successful war against
the mighty Iraqi army, is fearful of any
intervention in Bosnia.
Because of the risk of extended
internal strife, Bosnia is the wrong
place and time for military intervention (though it is fully ready to take
action in the marshes of southern
Iraq, if it is asked to protect the Shiite
or if the Iraqi army moves against the
Kurds in northern Iraq).
In a recent article Margaret Thatch-

er appealed to the world to "stop
excuses. Help Bosnia now." Thatcher,
Clinton and others have suggested,
several military options which are
readily available without a huge cost
in people and materials. First and
foremost is to supply the Bosnian
defenders with enough heavy
weapons. Other options include punitive air strikes, raids to destroy heavy
guns and ground units to secure supply routes to the besieged towns and
Cities. The western air force which
decimated the Iraqi air force in minutes can easily neutralize the Serbian
air threat. The strikes would help to
equalize the military balance, now
skewed heavily in favor of the Serbs. If
UN could eliminate Saddam’s threat
to the ’civilized’ world as it claimed, it
can quickly find ways to stop this
heartrending tragedy. If it fails to do
such a minimum then all people shar
ing common sense will be forced to
conclude that it is merely a parliament
of whores.
As late as November 1991, Bush
told Yugoslavian leaders that the US
would not interfere with the integrity
of Yugoslavia’s borders. Milosevics
(Butcher of Balkans) received the
green signal and spared no time in
sending his well -armed gangs of
marauder into Bosnia-Herzegovina. If
Bush boast about his foreign policy
success, by saying the world is safer
for his children’s and grandchildren’s,
somebody should remind him about
Bosnian being nailed to the trees and
that Somalian childrens are dying
from hunger.
Naser Ides
Junior, Journalist?!
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Letters offer a revealing look at family values
My English class is writing
letters. "Letters revel the connections and values that bind
us together," said my instructor. Here is a sampling of letters that uncovers those traditional family values so important to today’s politicians.
Dear Harry,
According to the terms of
our divorce agreement, I was
to receive tuition payments to
finish my degree. I’d like to
remind you that this was your
idea. You and your enlightened
lawyer thought that we should
remain one big happy family
helping each other through the
lean times. According to you
this was a good way for me to
"retool for the marketplace?’
Would you please send this
semester’s check, as retooling
may take several years. Plus, I
know that you are aware of the
40 percent increase in fees due
later this month. Billie and
Crystal need their college
tuition checks this month also,
It really is sporting of you to
help your family through college. You and your young
bride, Doreen, are so generous.
Dear Mom,
Please send me Aunt Helen’s

new address. I want to write
and ask her for that great
recipe for green tomato jelly.
Do you think that you will be
coming to California for
Thanksgiving this year? Say hi
to all the relatives,
Dear Billie Lee,
I find it impossible to
believe that one of your
requirements for a major in
social work is skiing in Colorado during the Thanksgiving weekend. I thought your
major was advertising? Please
try to keep the same classes for
at least one semester. I don’t
think the goal of college is to
have 300 units. Send me a
phone number other than the
one where the guy burps and
says he is in the refrigerator
sorting beer cans.
Dear Crystal Lee,
I can’t send you the money
to start a new business raising
turtles. I know you are trying
hard to make it on your own,
and I appreciate your attempts
to earn extra money at college
this year and therefore be "set
free Believe me Crystal Lee
denial and rejection are two
words I understand very well.

Dear Morn,
Aunt Helen is your sister,
dearest friend and pinocle
partner. I don’t know where
you know where she
she is
is. It’s wonderful that your
green tomato recipe won second place at the county fair,
Send me your receipe. I didn’t
say Aunt Helen was a better
cook. Do not invest in Crystal
Lee’s turtles even in she did
send you pictures of mother
turtles abandoning their eggs.
Nature likes it that way.
Dear Harry,
I’m sorry to hear you have
"setbacks," and Doreen wants
to bike through Holland. I did
not tell our son Billie Lee he
had to visit his lonely old
mother for Thanksgiving, and
he could not ski with his
friends in Colorado. I think it
would be wonderful if he and
Doreen and you skied every
mountain in that state. Just
send me the tuition,
Dear Billie Lee,
Stop spreading rumors
about your old mother.
Dear Crystal Lee,
I’m sorry you bought the
turtles already, and you need

Dorothy Klavins

Frying Pans and
Fountain Pens
to feed them. But sweetie, I
can’t be grandmother to a bevy
of turtles.
Dear Mom,
I really don’t think Aunt
Helen deserves to be thrown
out of the family because she
ran off with Sal Solokowski.
Wasn’t he the football player,
who became a butcher at
Lucky’s? You can find another
pinocle partner. Take up bingo
or politics.
Dear Harry,
What do you mean the
whole family is going skiing on
Thanksgiving, including Aunt
Helen and Sal. They’re 84 years
old. No, I do not want my
tuition in ski runs.
PS. Why are you sending
me a recipe for green turtle
soup?
Dorothy Klavins is a Daily stall
columnist. Her columns appear every
other Thursday.

Controversy over anti-racism forum remains
On Tuesday, September 8, over $4,800.00 to finance the
1992, San Jose State University political forum. The following
employees sponsored the polit- is an accounting of the contriical event entitled, THE GET- butions to discuss "Getting
Along":
TING ALONG FORUM.
$100.00 CATHOLIC MISThe forum was held off
campus at the Unitarian SION OF CAMPUS MINChurch of San Jose to tell the ISTRY
$900.00 SAN JOSE STATE
general public that racism
exists. The political event was UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF
organized by an elite group of HUMANITIES AND ARTS
$500.00 SAN JOSE STATE
bureaucrats.
A July 31, 1992 memoran- UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT’S
dum written by John Galm BUDGET
$400.00 ESO
Professor of English at SJSU
$4000.00 SAN JOSE STATE
was selectively circulated at San
ENGLISH
Jose State University with the UNIVERSITY
bold heading "NOT FOR DIS- DEPARTMENT (FREE IN TRIBUTION". The memoran- KIND COPING AND MAILdum detailed the $4,800.00 ING PROVIDED. ESTIMATbudget of organizing the ED BY AUTHOR)
$1000.00 COUNCIL OF
forum and the need for spending public funds from SJSU’s DEANS ($1000. REQUESTED
depleted budget. A large FROM EACH SJSU COLexpense of the forum was hir- LEGE)
REQUESTED
$500.00
ing speakers for "token honoFROM ASSOCIATED STUrarium".
I support widespread public DENTS
REQUESTED
$1500.00
discussion of multi -cultural
issues, like racism, at San Jose FROM CALIFORNIA COUNState University and in our CIL FOR THE HUMANITIES
SOURCE: MINUTES OF
community. However, it is possible to carry-out the goals of FORUM PLANNING COMthe forum with private funding MITTEE, JULY 31 & AUGUST
and the donated free time of 27,1992.
The SJSU Administration
volunteers.
The students of San Jose recently notified all of us that
State University, and the tax- students will finance the budpayers, carried the burden of get shortfall by paying up to a

40% increase in fees, In light of
this new burden, it is inappropriate for SJSU officials to
spend money for political
functions off campus and not
related to classroom instruction. Our campus community
must question administrative
abuse of authority and misappropriated public dollars.
Another concern of mine is
that SJSU bureaucrats do our
community a great injustice by
engaging in agenda setting and
policy-making activities. The
July 31, 1992 memorandum of
the Forum Planning Committee states: "We hope...to construct an agenda for political
and social action?’ I have two
questions for SJSU President
Evans: Who’s agenda? And,
who will benifit from political
and social action?
Absent from the Forum of
September 8, was discussion of
real social problems, such as
underfunded public education,
homelessness,
widespread
poverty, malnutrition, and
unemployment. Moreover, the
Forum Planning Committee
did not actively seek out great
public participation in their
deliberations. The Committee
was underrepresented in the
following groups: Chicanos,
Vietnamese Americans, Native
Americans, Arab Americans.

Joluz Morales

Campus Viewpoint
In addition, students, elected
leaders, and private sector
leaders were not participants in
the planning process nor
forum panel of speakers.
SJSU student groups, such
as MEChA, have discussed and
taken action on issues of
racism as they impact the
minority community such as:
police brutality, racism in local
high schools.
In closing, we must remember that our community is
already a multi -cultural society. Recent census reports confirm this.
Our times deserve honest
and good faith efforts to promote multiracial understanding and unity. Sneaky "modivas" (schemes) by opportunist
will not be tolerated.
We must begin to reflect on
racism at SJSU. For example,
Why does the Political Science
Department not have any Chicanos as professors? Other
examples
of institutional
racism at SJSU need review
before we look to the general
community.
John Morales
Political Science Major
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SpartaGuide
The San Jose State calendar

Today
AIESEC: New member orientation,
6 p.m., Almaden Room call 3639843.
ALLEN HALL, ALPHA PHI
OMEGA, IRHA, UNIVERSITY
HOUSING: Spartan Spirit Rally, 8
p.m., Quirk’s Meadow (next to Joe
West Hall), call 924-6193.
CALMECA PROJECT: Meeting,
6p.m., Chicano Resource Center, call
279-5143.
CAMPUS
CRUSADE
FOR
CHRIST: Nightlife, 8 p.m. SU
Almaden Room, call 293-5897.
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Homemade
dinner
discussion
’Rethinking
Columbus & Reflecting on Christianity, 6 p.m, 300 S. 10th St., call 2980204.
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT: Interview Preparation I,
12.30 p.m., SU Almaden Room, call
924-60.33.
CHI PI SIGMA: Open House Pizza
Lunch, 11:30 - 2 p.m., 230 S. 10th St.,
call 998-9113.
GALA - GAY,LESBIAN AND
BISEXUAL ALLIANCE: Meeting,
4:30 - 6:30 p.m, SU Guadalupe
Room, call 236-2002.
HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOCIATION: Manuel Solis AT&T Marketing, 7:15 p.m., SU Guadalupe Room,
call 370-1031.
INTER RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION:Coffee house, 8 p.m. - 10
pm., Allen Hall, call 924-8107.
LIBERAL STUDIES SOCIETY:
Meeting, 3 - 5 p.m., SU Costanoan
Room, call 255-8926.
MEChA: Media committee, 5:30
pm, SU Multi Cultural Room, call
294 9002
SJSU AIKIDO CLUB: Training ses

sion, 3:30 - 5 p.m., SPX 202, call 2936801.
SIGMA OMICRON PI: Rush party,
8 p.m., SU Pacheco Room, call 9248375.
SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL
JOURNALISTS
Meeting,1:30
p.m., Dwight Bente! Hall 117-A, call
924-3280.
STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY
COMMITTEE: Meeting, 1:30 p.m.,
Health Building 208, call 448-0380.
STUDENT
HOMELESS
ALLIANCE: Meeting, 6:30 p.m.,
Dudley Moorhead Hall 226-B, call
971-1504.

Friday 18
ANIMANIACS: Macross II 1982,
’85 Otaku no Video, 3 p.m., Eng.
Auditorium 189, call 259-9134.
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT: Interviewing for the Foreign -Born, 12:30 - 2:30 p.m., SU
Almaden Room, call 924-6033.
CHICANO
COMMENCEMENT
COMMITTEE: First informational
meeting, 3:30 p.m., Chicano
Resource Center- Wahlquist 3rd.
floor, call 924-2707.
CHINESE CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP: Bible study, 2:30 - 5 p.m., SU
Guadalupe Room, call 293-8005.
FRIENDS OF BEN WALLACH
SAN JOSE CITY COLLEGE
TRUSTEE: Rock the Vote, 5 p.m. midnight, JJ’s Blue’s Cafe 14 S. 2nd
St., call 322-0989.
MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOCIATION:Meeting & prayer, 12:30 p.m.
- 2 p.m., SU Constanoan Room, call
241-0850.
RIGID AIRSHIP RENAISSANCE
PROGRAM: Airship career night, 7
p.m., Engineering Auditorium 189,
call 924-4132.
SIGMA OMICRON PI: Rush party
- pizza party, 6 p.m., call 924-8375.

Sparta( I uide is available to SJSU students, faculty and staff organizations for free. Deadline is 5 p.m., two days before publication. Forms are available at the Spartan 1)aily, 1)811
21ea limited space may fraw reducing the number of entries.
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Practitioner of bondage and S&M
found guilty of prostitution
(AP)
SACRAMENTO
Pamela Gitthens, a self-described
expert in bondage and sadomasochism, was convicted of selling sex and operating a house of
prostitution in a hidden sex dungeon, the district attorney’s office
said Tuesday.
The 49-yearold Gitthens was
convicted Monday by a Municipal
Court jury on charges stemming
from an undercover police investigation, said Deputy District Attorney Lou is Gonzalez Jr.
Gitthens, a former teacher’s aide
in Stockton, faces up to a year in

Roballoo

county jail and $2,000 in fines. She
has been convicted several times in
the Sacramento area over the past
decade of similar charges.
The latest investigation began in
September 1991 when an undercover officer answered an advertisement in an adult publication
urging readers to "come to my
dungeon for sensuous paddling."
According to testimony, the
officer went to Gitthen’s apartment, then was led to a room
described as a dungeon in which
the officer was stripped, spanked
and fondled after paying her $55.
Robert Carroll
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Why isn’t the garage open? It is full, attendants say
BY MATT SMITH
’Tartan Daily Staff Writer

Some SJSU students have
expressed concern that the parking garages open and close on a
regular time schedule, but Traffic
and Parking management said
that this is a misconception.
"There are no set schedules:’
said Richard Staley, manager of
Traffic and Parking Operations.
"They open and close on
demand:’
Each of the garages has counters that tally the number of cars
that enter. When the total reaches
a set number, the garage attendant
on duty closes the garage and
notifies the Seventh Street garage.
The attendant then manually
posts the information on the electric sign at the corner of Seventh
and San Salvador streets.
The parking garages are not
usually open to the general public,
but on occasion the university will
allow the public to park in the
Fourth Street garage for a $3 to $5
fee.

SDSU
postpones
layoffs
SAN DIEGO (AP) - San
Diego State President Thomas
Day announced that he would
cancel layoffs of 146 tenured and
tenure-track professors for the
academic year.
Day told the executive committee of the San Diego State
Academic Senate at a special
meeting Monday that the needed
money would come from a
reserve fund of the California
State University system that has
been set aside by CSU Chancellor
Barry Munitz.
Munitz said Monday that he
encouraged Day "to pull all the
(termination) letters" and that a
reserve fund "was set up to allow
all the campuses, including San
Diego State, to have a clean slate
and buy a transition year to figure out how they are going to
have fewer people next year ...
and with the present shortage of
funds, it’s incredibly important
that we have fewer people next
year."
In May, Day announced plans
to eliminate, beginning this
month, nine departments and to
fire almost 200 professors and
lecturers.
After a torrent of protest from
faculty groups. Day agreed in
August to use more than $5 million in library, laboratory and
other equipment budgets to postpone his plans until the spring.
Day said Monday that he has
instructed his vice presidents and
academic deans to plan the
spring semester class schedule on
the assumption that there will be
no tenured or tenure -track layoffs
or elimination of the nine academic departments until the year is
completed.
Day - and Munitz - hope
that the move will lessen animosity at the state’s largest CSU campus and allow Day to recover
from a vote in August by the faculty demanding Day’s firing.
"This is a rescission, not a
postponement, of the present
(termination letters," Munitz
said. "there undoubtedly will be
layoffs going out at San Diego and at other campuses - next
spring which will be effective at
the end of June."
Day warned that the layoffs
will go into effect on June 30,
1993, unless the faculty comes up
with alternatives to $12 million in
cuts that are acceptable to him.

Example No. 777 of the right question asked at the wrong time.
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Professors voted on Aug. 28 by
a margin of 55.7 percent to 42.4
percent at an unprecedented general faculty meeting to demand
that CSU trustees fire Day
because of his handling of budget -cutting decisions.
A majority of the faculty
members agreed with those professors who argued that Day
failed to consult adequately with
them on the budget -cutting measures.

The city of San Jose requested
extra parking for the production
Cirque Du Soleil, arid SIMI complied. "We did that to be good
neighbors:’ Staley said.
According to Staley, that contract has since been terminated
because it was not financially fea
sible for SJSU because relatively

Plans to upgrade thi SO, IIs
Street garage, using $180,000 generated from the Auxiliary Service
Fund, will be initiated durivy, the
semester break this winter. Lighting improvements are planni
be undertaken as a safety measure, and foundational improvements are in the works as well.

few cars chose to park in the
garage.
Of the money generated by
events, $2 goes to the CSU chancellor’s office into the Auxiliary
Service Fund for payment of
maintenance and personnel costs.
1 he balance of the money generated goes to the university.
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RE teacher not
bitter at charges

Clinton: Impromptu stops delay talk

Charges
SAN JOSE (AP)
against a high school special
physical education teacher
accused of failing to report the
rape of a 15-year-old developmentally disabled student were
dropped Monday.
"It’s a nightmare, but I’m not
bitter; said Harry Garcia, who
teaches adaptive physical education at four schools in the East
Side Union High School District.
The Santa Clara County District Attorney’s Office had agreed
to dismiss the case two weeks
ago because of insufficient evidence. The case remained on the
court calendar until Monday, the
day Garcia’s trial was to have
started.
Students and teachers rallied
to Garcia’s defense after his
arrest in January.

with the northern California campaign.
"The campaign slogan is ’People First: and this is people in
action; Schender said. "Wherever
he goes, Clinton likes to shake
hands. We are not disorganized. If
he wants to stop, that is what he’ll
do;
With the candidate’s preference
for talking to crowds, some campaign organizers said the speech
should have been scheduled for
later.
"He always bolts for the
crowd; said Steve Preminger,
chairman of the Santa Clara
County Clinton/Gore campaign,
explaining the delay in leaving
Utah. Preminger said Clinton
feeds on the enthusiasm from
shaking hands with as many people as possible.
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"It’s a good quality, but it’s hard
if you’ve been waiting in the sun
for three hours; Preminger said.
But some Clinton supporters
said the delays were inevitable.
"What politician is ever on
time?" said Jenny McCarthy of the
Democratic campaign headquarters in San Francisco.
Many students, professors and
staff interrupted their regular
schedules to hear what Clinton
had to say, and reactions to Clinton’s delay were mixed.
"He didn’t say anything relevant. He could have said a lot
more; said one annoyed SJSU
student who declined to give her
name. "His speech was too short
after making the crowd wait so
long:’
"They didn’t factor enough
time in for the event. They tried to
do the best they could," said Blair

Whitney, events liaison for SJSU’s
Political Awareness Committee.
"It’s something to expect in politics:’

"I would have waited another
two or three hours to cast my little
beady eyes on him; said Doss
Cookingham, 66, of San Jose.
"There’s got to be something better for my great grandchildren
than what we’ve got now;

COLLEGE SCIIOLARSIIIIN
AVAILABLE
RECORDED MESS tGE
CI Eti DETMLS
(498) 996-9317

a video at home and wish to watch
a video at the center.
According to Helsing, there
will be a 25 -cent fine per day if a
book is lost or not returned. Lost
books, however, cannot be
replaced because of the library’s
low budget.
The health library also carries
journals and magazines on health,
medical conditions and treatment, stress management, fitness
and nutrition. Magazines not
found in the Clark Library
include American House and Inhouse Prevent. Some books will
be donated to the library by staff
members and private citizens.
The health library features a
computer that gives students
information on specific topics.
The computer is on loan for a
period of 60 days, Helsing said.
The hours for the Health
Library are as follows: Monday to
Thursday from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m.
and 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. The health
library is located in the Health
Building, room 208.
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SPARTAN SPIRIT
at
THE PAVILIONV V I* * ),.V
JUST BECAUSE
YOU’RE ACCEPTED

Pick up your NEW Spartan Discount Card
from any of the following participating
Pavilion Shops
A merle:is

DOESN’T MEAN

Houdin Baker

YOU BELONG.

California Kitchen
City Casuals
City Sunglass Co.

Layoff Protest

Cristina Jordan

trom l’age 1
for the faculty and two years for
support staff, Bentley-Adler said.
In contract negotiations with
the CSU, employees are facing
several proposed take aways: job
security reductions by increasing
the CSU’s ability to implement
layoffs and to contract out work,
salary freezes and annual Merit
Salary Adjustments cuts, employee contribution increases to
health insurance and cutbacks in
internal promotional opportunities.
Throughout the 20-campus
CSU system, some positions that
have been eliminated have been
replaced by contracted nonunion workers who are paid lower
wages and are not given the same
benefits.
And in most cases, staff members have been working several
years without a salary increase.
Another point of contention
between the CSU and staff is the
move to have employees assume a
greater share of their health costs.
According to a newsletter produced by CSU union employees,
workers would have to pay $66
per month over what they now
pay for medical coverage.
"It’s hard to negotiate when
you don’t have a lot of money:’
Bentley-Adler said.

, vv(tvq

But some of the people who
turned out to see Clinton didn’t
mind waiting.

Health Library
From Page I
introduced to this library the first
day."
Students can get more direct
and specific information in the
health library than they would
find in the Clark Library. The
library contains several articles
and journals there that are not in
the other library, Helsing said.
"Students are more than welcome to come in and read the
material or can check out the
material for five days!’ Helsing
said.
The health library is open to
everybody, and students can
check-out material by leaving student identification card for a twoday check-out period.
Staff and faculty can also use
the facilities.
The health library has about 40
major categories in major health
topics. Audio and visual tools
include videos, slide shows, teaching aides, journals and reference
guides that are not available in the
Clark Library.
The health library is a quiet
place to study because few students know of its existence, student Arellano said.
"You don’t have to compete
with other students getting certain articles or journals that they
have here; he said.
"We also have, for students, a
video collection on the following
topics nutrition, cancer and a
lot on tobacco, because of the
tobacco grant; Helsing said.
Helsing used a $150,000 tobacco grant to create a section on
tobacco. The section has videos.
teaching aides and displays on
tobacco. Students can get a $20
coupon if they quit smoking
through one of the center’s programs. Students can also get a $10
coupon for attending one of the
tobacco awareness seminars.
The library has a video recording machine for those students
who don’t have the time to watch

Your Campus Information
Source: The Spartan Daily
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Garcia given Big West
honors for third time
after game against Minn.
’ad

Pete Borello

Giants’ ills
stem from
Craig, Rosen
the attention
A11showered on the San
Francisco Giants
lately has been
centered around the team’s
future
whether it will be here
or in St. Petersburg. So let’s put
that matter aside for a moment
and concentrate on what’s
happening on the field right now.
And what is happening out
there? Losing, and lots of it.
Why are they losing?
’Pao reasons: Manager Roger
Craig and GM Al Rosen.
This duo should take full
responsibility for the Giants 6481 record which is good enough,
or should I say bad enough, for
fifth place in the National League
West. Yep, even the Houston
Astros have a better record.
How can I blame the Giants
so-called braintrust?
Let me count the ways...
I. Trading Kevin MitchellOkay, so he’s not dominating the
American League. But he’s still a
home run threat, which is more
than I can say for any of the
Giants right now. As a team,
they’ve hit only 93 homers this
season and not one player has
reached 20 yet. When Mitchell
batted between Will Clark and
Matt Williams the team had a
potent offense. Pitchers had a
hard time putting out three
heavy hitters in a row. Now all
they need to do is pitch around
Clark and then challenge
Williams, who’s batting just .221
with 61 RBIs.
The Giants did receive Bill
Swift as part of the deal the
best hurler on this season’s
staff but his arm is
questionable. That’s why he was a
reliever in Seattle. But Giant
management ignored this, and
not only started him, but let him
pitch too long. Consequently, his
arm tired and he was placed on
the D.L. twice.
2. Messing With Pitchers’
Minds- A new day can mean a
new job for a member of the
Giants pitching staff. You can be
a short reliever on Tuesday, a
starter Wednesday and a long
reliever on Thursday. Sound
confusing? Just ask Dave Righetti
or Jeff Brantley they’ve been
through it. A pitcher needs to
know his role in order to be
effective, but Craig just keeps ’em
guessing. No need to guess why
the Giants have one of the N.L!s
worst pitching staffs.
3. Releasing Kelly Downs- I
didn’t get this move at all. Downs
was the Giants’ top long reliever
last season and management
placed him on waivers midway
through ’92. This is a team that
could not afford to lose a solid
pitcher, especially a reliever. It
makes about as much sense as
the Dodgers releasing a guy who
could play defense. The A’s,
however, did make sense and
picked up Downs. Thus far, he
has done an admirable job for
the club, going 5-5 with a 3.50
era.
4. Signing Kevin Bass, Bud
Black and Righetti- In 1990, the
Giants spent big bucks on freeagent outfielder Kevin Bass.
What did he do in his time here?
Just enough to get traded to the
Mets last month for that
infamous "player to be named
later:’ In ’91, the Giants signed
Righetti and Black to lavish,
multi -year contracts. The result?
Black lost more games than
anyone on the staff last season
and is a game over .500 this year.
Meanwhile, Righetti is 1-6 with a
4.97 era.
What does this all mean? The
Giants’ new owners, whoever
they are, should bring in new
management immediately. Either
that or get used to crowds of
6,000.
Pete Boren is a Daily staff writer
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SJSU defender Paul Whittle muscles an SFSU forward during Tuesday’s game at Spartan Stadium.

Soccer team battles Gators to a 1-1 draw
BY JANE MONTES
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

After battling for 120 minutes,
the Spartan soccer team tied CalState San Francisco 1-1 Tuesday
night at Spartan Stadium, giving
SJSU a 2-0-2 record,
SFSU was quick on their feet
and foiled the Spartans’ attack
with a strong defense.
In the last minutes of the first
half, Spartan sophomore Spencer
Belideau came close to scoring,
but the half ended with the score
tied at 0-0.
The lone Spartan goal came
late in the second half. With eight

minutes left in the game, junior
forward Troy Adamitis gained
control of the ball 35 yards from
the SFSU goal.
Moving right to left, Adamitis
dribbled by two Gator defenders
and drilled a left-footed shot past
the SFSU goalie putting SJSU on
top 1-0.
"I felt relieved to get one in the
net’ Adamitis said. "There were
too many missed chances, I’m
glad I got that one in:’
Less than a minute later, Gator
midfielder Cesar O’Campo tied
the score at 1-1 off an indirect
free-kick.

The 35-yard shot planted Spartan goalkeeper Chris Hightower
on his heels and the game, tied at
1-1 at the end of regulation, was
destined to go to overtime.
"Normally SFSU wouldn’t
belong on the field with us but
today they were good:’ SJSU Head
Coach Gary St. Clair said. "We
need to work on finishing the battle because soccer is not just a
gamer
The Spartans will travel to CalState Northridge on Friday and
will host the Universtiy of California at Santa Cruz Tuesday at 7:30
p.m. at Spartan Stadium.

SJSU to get a glance at a future enemy
BY STEVEN CHAE
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

The fans who pack Spartan
Stadium this Saturday may see
more than just a battle of 1-1
teams
they could witness the
birth of a rivalry.
The game will give the Spartans an opportunity to see how
they match-up with the Ragin’
Cajuns of the University of Southwest Louisiana, a team that is
scheduled to join the Big West
Consortium next season.
Head coach Ron Turner said
the Spartans cannot afford to be
content after rebounding with a
wild 39-30 win over Minnesota
last week, following a 30-point
thrashing at the hands of Cal.
"We cannot be close to being
satisfied," Rutter said. Though he
praised the team’s hard work, he
added "we’ve still got a long way
to go:’
The Spartan defense, which
yielded 451 yards last week, and
76 points in its first two games,
remains a major concern for
Turner. Opposing running backs
have rolled over Spartan defenders for a 7.4 yard per carry aver
age.
On the other side of the ball,
SJSU will counter with an attack
that has averaged 367 yards of
offense through the first two
games.
Quarterback Jeff Garcia was
named Big West player of the
week, after his 20-for-32, 302 yard
explosion against Minnesota last
Saturday.
Ragin’ Cajun Head Coach Nelson Stokley, like Rimer, will try to
keep his squad focused as well,
following a win last week against
Northeast
interstate
rival
Louisiana.
"That was a tremendously
important win for our team. But
we need to let our squad know
that this is an outstanding football
team we’re playing this week:’
Stokley said. "They’re coming off
a big win, beating a Big Ten team
at their place, and they’re going to
come in with a lot of confidence"
And like Rimer, Stokley has
his defensive concerns.
"We gave up an awful lot in the
air last week, and that’s something
San Jose does extremely welL
We’ve got a lot of work to do with
our pass defense!’
The Cajuns (2-8-1 in 1991),
enter this week’s game led by wide
receiver Wade Butler, who established himself as the school’s
career leader in receptions last
season.
Butler picked up where he left
off, grabbing eight passes for 134
yards and one touchdown last
week. Quarterback Tyjuan Hayes
is coming off an 11 -for-17, 171
yard performance.

Stokley says he’s excited about
the opportunity for the Lafayette,
Louisiana school to be leaving the
independent ranks.
"It feels awfully good to be
coming into the Big West:’ Stokley
said. "I really look forward to
playing for the conference championship someday"
But Stokley said he didn’t
expect a Spartan-Cajun rivalry to
stem from just one game.

"That’s something that’s going
to take time," Stokley said. "You
develop rivalries when you’re
playing for something on the
line:’
limner, for his part, is eager to
get the home schedule started.
"It’s really great to be home.
I’ve coached at Spartan Stadium
as an opponent, but I’m looking
forward to my first game as head
coach!’
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.FOOD TO GO
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Mon- Fri
10am- 6pm

BUCKS

cellular phone I
358 3840 Los Gatos
554 0800 San Jose j

Sigma Alpha Mu
The SAM/v1Y house
Home of Shipwreck
The Best Party on Campus
San Jose Grand TNT
Labyrinth Party
SJSU vs. S.W. L
Brunch w/Sammies

Today
Fri. 18th
Sat. 19th
Sun. 20th
Mon. 21st
Tues. 22nd
Weds. 23rd
Thurs, 24th
Sat. 26th
Sat. 26th

Free dinner
Drive in’s
Bamboo and Palms
Smoke Out
SJSU vs. Stanford
Shipwreck Party
w/ Frank Joseph

6pm
9pm
tailgate
12pm
6pm
Dusk
6Pm
6pm
tailgate
8pm

For more information and invites call:

279-9397
Sigma Alpha Mu
567 S.8th St.

Need a Mac at Midnight?
24 Hour
Mac & IBM

Rentals

Need to work late?
Come in anytime count on us.

r $2

OFF MAC RENTAL

Valid from 12 to 6 a.m. $2 off sell -service Macintosh computer 1:me
with this coupon. Does not include laser prints. One coupon
per customer. Not valid with any other offer and only at this
location. Expires 9/30/92
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the copy center

L 93 E. San Carlos St.

295 - 4336 FAX 408- 279-0655 j

Get Your Start at the

JobsAmerica
Career Fair
If you’ve recently graduated, or
will be soon, the reality is that
YOU will need real work experience to start your career.

FREE Seminars
WRITING, INTERVIEWING
SKILIS and how to determine
if SALES is the career for you.

Tuesday

Bring your resume to JobsAmerica and get your career off
to a great start! For updated
details see our ad in Me Classified Sec ’ion of the September
22nd San Jose Merctoy News.

SEPTEMBER 22nd
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SJSU quarterback Jeff Garcia
was named the Big West Conference’s Offensive Player of the
Week after leading the Spartans
to a 39-30 win at the University of
Minnesota on Saturday.
Garcia went 20-for-32 for 302
yards and threw for two touchdowns.
He also carried the ball 10
times for 58 yards and two touchdowns.
It was the third time in six
starts as SJSU’s quarterback that
Garcia was given the honor. Garcia will lead the Spartans this Saturday against Southwestern
Louisiana.
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[Read about this Saturday’s
football game on Monday.
3
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924-1838
24 1-Ir. Phone (800) 523-5709

TO SERVE YOU!

11 am to 2pm and 4pm to 7pm

LeBaron Hotel
1350 North Pint Street, San Jose
JobsAmerica will have over 40
solid companies, many offering
ENTRY LEVEL/TRAINEE
career opportunities in SALES
and MANAGEMENT.

Temporary positions in a
variety of areas too.
FREE

AI/MISSION

For more information call
JobsAmeriea at 405/437-1776.
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10 foot snake charms students at SJSU
Slithering reptile, 22,
negotiates life in
Science Education
Resource Center
BY FAYE WELLS

vartan Datly matt Writer

Farusha, 10 feet long and 60
pounds, moved like a caress on
Duncan Hall’s courtyard lawn
Monday.
The sun shone on her black
and gold back and brought out
reddish highlights along her tail.
She slowly negotiated between
the sneakers of students who
came to look at her, stretched her
head toward the camera pointed
her way, and returned to Eric
Evans, her caretaker.
Farusha is a red-tailed boa constrictor, a species native to South
American rain forests, according
to Evans, a junior majoring in
environmental science.
"She’s out for a walk:’ he said.
"The sun warms her up and she
moves faster. She really needs the
exercise."

MARVIN FONG -- SPARTAN DAILY

Eric Evans and Farusha catch some rays on the lawn at Duncan Hall.

Evans feeds her and tends the
other snakes in SJSU’s Science
Education Resource Center where
Farusha has lived for 20 years. She
eats one or two rats once or twice
a month, depending on how hungry she is, he said.
"She would eat small rabbits,
but they’re just so expensive," he
said to a group of students who
stopped to watch Farusha.
Red-tailed boa constrictors can
be dangerous when encountered
in nature, Evans said. But Farusha
was both hatched and raised in
captivity, and has no record of
aggressive behavior, he said.
She was donated to SJSU when
she was 2 years old, according to
Phyllis Swanson, the center’s service manager.
The snake is 22 years old, and
"could easily live a few more
years," the owner said.
Farusha’s "mellow personality"
is due to the "easy, laid back life
she has lead at SJSU," said Swanson.
Nor was the snake idle. She
had a busy social life as teachers
took her to local elementary
schools for science projects.

But age has brought to Farusha
what it often brings to people:
extra pounds and reduced social
life.
Swanson now prefers to send
one of the smaller snakes to
schools, she said.
"She used to be popular but
she’s priced herself out of the market because she’s so heavy:’ said
Swanson. "Even though her temperament is still mellow, she is
pretty much full-time retired:’

Spartan players
are chosen out of
a field of 700
BY SEAN COOPER
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

For many college athletes, academics beyond eligibility seems
like an unattainable goal.
But for a handful of SJSU athletes this year, that goal isn’t quite
so far downfield because of the
NCAA’s Degree Completion

tan Baseball Head Coach Sam
Piraro. "They’ve all worked
extremely hard on the field as well
as in the classroom, and they really deserve it."
The program, which is intensely competitive, was established in
1988 with television advertising
profits from the men’s basketball
championships.
According to associate athletics
director Carolyn Lewis, in charge
of student -athlete support services, 90 recipients were chosen
nationwide out of an estimated
700 applicants. SJSU leads the

scholarship program.
The program offers a full
scholarship, including tuition, fees
and books, to selected studentathletes who have completed their
athletic eligibility and are within
30 units of their degree.
The program this year selected
Doug Hendrickson, David Miller,
Matt Winton, Dave Jennings and
Jorge Mora of the Spartan baseball team; volleyball player Betsy
Welsh; and football player
Spencer Smith.
"I can’t tell you how proud and
happy I am for them:’ said Spar-
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Computers To Go
S. Murphy S’Vale
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QUALITY ENTERTAINMENT SINCE 1991

50 CENT BEER
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MONDAY THRU THURSDAY 8 TILL

SAN JOSE STATE NIGHT!
SING, DANCE AND ROCK & ROLL WITH

BIG MEN ON CAMPUS

THURSDAYS

Athletes awarded NCAA scholarship

MAC & PC
RENTALS

MIDNIGHT HAPPY HOUR FOR STUDENTS!
MODERN ROCK, FUNK AND AN ATTITUDE

FRIDAY
9/18

pack with eight recipients.
"We must be doing something
right:’ Lewis said. "Our staff
works really hard with the athletes
community
encouraging
in
involvement, and that seems to be
one of the more heavily weighted
areas."
Scholarship hopefuls submit a
formal application with letters of
recommendation, which are then
evaluated by an NCAA committee.
The award, assessed by Lewis at
over $32,000, covers a full -year’s
expenses.

GO MAN GO
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FAMILY VALUES N IGHT WITH

SATURDAY
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GROOVE BOX

+ DAN & MARILYN QUAYLE

900

TOONS GOES LOONEY WITH

BIG MEN ON CAMPUS
GROOVE BOX
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RIAFIUMPGFFIErON
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.

52 E Santa Clara @ Second 29 2 -SING (7464)
Open Monday

’Spies ’brings reality to TV, video
"Spies:’ a video and television
series, succeeds on the double-0
seven levels, but best of all it gives
us history without the hysteria.
French, Israeli, German, American and old-time Soviet spies are
treated with equanimity.
There’s little melodramatic
deification or villification.
The series’ 26 half-hour
episodes each tell a different spy
story from the 20th century.
The stories are neatly set against
the backdrop of international tensions, world wars or the Cold War,
while offering the usual skulduggery, danger and, of course, hightech gadgetry.
Who isn’t intrigued by the paraphernalia
radios hidden in
blenders, antennas in electric razor
cords, explosive bars of soap.
But those expecting "The Man
From U.N.C.L.E.," the sexy savvy
of James Bond or the laughable
ineptitude of Maxwell Smart
should be forewarned: As Smart
himself might put it
would you
believe this series has a documentary integrity that keeps dramatizations and re-creations to a mini
mum?
Archival tilm and photographs
some quite rare, such as home
movies of ’11-otsky in Mexico are
used heavily.
And the writing is sharp, giving
the voice-over narration a compelling, informative quality that
carries along the viewer.
"The German heel grinds
Europe," the narrator intones over
footage of goose stepping Nazi
troops.
Each show opens with a shot of
changing eyes with the pupils containing a montage of icons related
to the spy biz: guns, parachutes,
code machines and missiles. And a
"Dossier" is given on each principal player who’s introduced.
Even though "Spies" plays it
straight for the most part, some
programs manage to evoke a certain poignancy and pathos by
focusing on human emotions.
In the episode "Family of Spies,"
the estranged wife of convicted spy
John Walker tells about the high
price she feels their son Michael
paid for his love and loyalty to his
father.
The son who’s imprisoned

his son to get caught up in such a
thing, son, Walker simply replies:
"No comment."
The human element also is
played up in "Women Under
ground."

like his father recounts how he
made little money during his espionage career and tells how he "lost
my life, lost my dog, lost my house,
lost my dignity"
who
Meanwhile, Walker
recruited his brother and best
friend besides his son in the spy
ring was getting $1 millionplus.
Asked how a father could allow

The title and conceit sound a hit
corny, given that it should not be a
revelation that women in the 1940s
could be every bit as heroic and
brave as men.
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World Events
0 Forgetting your
receipt can cost
people in Greece

SPARTAN DA I LY

"We are not sure what impact the rising number of baby boys will have on
society; Lin said. "But the unscrupulous
use of modern technology must be
checked;

ATHENS, Greece (AP) - Forgetting
to ask for your receipt has always been a
time-honored way to strike a good deal
with a merchant and avoid paying sales
tax in Greece. No more.
The Finance Ministry on Wednesday
ordered roving teams of tax inspectors to
stake out businesses and fine consumers
up to $530 if they walk out of shops without a receipt.
The fines cannot be less than $5.30 or
more than half the purchase price. A
business faces a fine equal to half the purchase price for failing to issue a receipt.
The moves are part of a government
effort to increase tax revenues from
goods and services and shrink a black
economy that has been estimated as high
as 50 percent of Greece’s gross national
product.
The value-added tax is 8 percent for
food and 18 percent for other goods.

@ Aborting female
fetuses raising the
ratio of boy babies
TAIPEI, Taiwan (AP) - Boys have
been outnumbering girls 110 to 100
among Taiwan’s newborn because some
woman are having abortions if tests show
their babies will be female, an official said
Wednesday.
Last year, 169,000 boys and 153,000
girls were born in Taiwan, maintaining
the 110-100 ratio for the third year, said
Lin Huei-sheng, a section chief at the Taiwan Provincial Family Planning Institute.
The ratio was 106 boys to 100 girls in
the 1970s and early 1980s.
Taiwanese traditionally prefer boys,
who can inherit and carry on the family
name. Some woman have given birth to
seven or eight children just to have a boy.
But now women can learn their baby’s
sex before birth through the medical test
amniocenteses.

@ Russian businessman sets up funds
to find U.S. POWs
MOSCOW (AP) - A Russian businessman announced Wednesday that he
is offering financial rewards to people
with information about American prisoners of war who may have been held in
the former Soviet Union.
"I feel it is our obligation to find out
about them; Konstantin Borovoi said at a
news conference.
Perot inspires Borovoi
Borovoi, the president of the Russian
Commodities and Raw Materials
Exchange, said he made the decision after
meeting in Dallas two weeks ago with
Texas billionaire H. Ross Perot.
Perot, who dropped out of the presidential race this summer, has criticized
President Bush for not doing enough to
investigate reports of American POWs in
Indochina.
Last spring, Bush and President Boris
Yeltsin founded a commission to investigate reports that American prisoners had
been held in the former Soviet Union.
The commission has been investigating
sketchy reports that some Americans may
have been brought to Russia from Vietnam or Korea and served in Soviet prison
camps.
I nconcrete results
So far, the group has produced little
concrete information.
"We’ll pay for any information on this
subject. Unfortunately, we can’t expect
anything more from the KGB. And there
isn’t much from the other commission
either; Borovoi said, referring to the U.S.Russian team.
Borovoi said he expected the rewards to
elicit more information than the U.S.Russian commission had managed to pry
out of the former KGB secret police.

San Jost’ State University

ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Office visits, teeth cleaned ard
mays - no charge.
SAVE MDNEY aid your TEETH
Enroll now!
For bruchtre see
AS. Office or
Cal 8006553225.
$5,000,000. MEDICAL /HEALTH
inwrance overage for students
thru Abe Cross a Catfania.
Rates as be as $22. per month.
Also escalade we:
Pregnancy Pan &
Dental plan.
1.133 Saratoga As, San xee.
(408)252-730)
WANTED:
PSYCHOLOGY VOLUNTEERS
Reach out 3 Mum per week
ass Community Fnend, coviarg
social steport tO those who
erdure mental illness. We train.
408 4360606
AFRICAN CONNECTION
BOOKSTORE
Books, magazines, tapes arid
unique oft arms.
Hotrs: Tues. thru Fn. 16 rm.
Sat.. 106 prn. & Sun. 11-4 pm.
463 S. Bascom Ave. San lose.
408.2793342

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Instrance Sauce
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
’Great Rates fa Gcod ’Woofs
’Good Rates for Non-Good Drhers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’
’Family MultIcer
CALL TODAY
296-5270
FREE QUOTE
ND HASSLE - ND 0OUGATION
Also open Sattrdays 9-2.
CHEAP1FIN / U.S. SOZED
89 Metairie*
$200.
86 VW
$50.
87 Meicedes...... ............... ...$100.
$25.
66 Mustang,.
Choose Morn thousands start $25.
FREE inforrnabon.
24 Hair Hotline.631-3792929
Copyright * CA29I0C

ELECTRONICS
NNW) DRIVES
Super Studal Discount
44148 $149 - ECIMB $229.
120MB $249. - 210MB $395.
425MB $879. - 540818 $989.
VISA /MC Welcome!
DATAVOX (408)955-9055.

GREEK
FRATERNITY / SORORITY INS.
*Clip this notroe
We insure more fraternities &
sororities than any local insurarne
broker. If you have had difficulty
obtaining oompetithe Way
and poperty overages,
cal (408)252-7303.
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o Home cited for fire
safety burns down
in Netherlands
THE HAGUE, Netherlands (AP) An early fire gutted a ramshackle home
for the mentally disturbed that was
recently cited for fire safety violations,
killing at least nine people and injuring
15, officials said.
The fire, reported Wednesday at 4:45
a.m., tore through De Vogel pension in a
rundown section near the city’s red light
district, according to police spokeswoman
Marieke Schutte.
The death toll could be higher since not
all residents were accounted for, police and
fire officials told a news conference.
A search of the gutted premises was
being delayed because the smoldering
ruins were on the verge of collapse.
Rescue crews responding to the fire
managed to pull out nine bodies and 15
people, including two firefighters and a
police officer, were hospitalized with
injuries.
Officials said it was cited recently for
failing to contain proper fire safety equipment, including extinguishers, smoke
detectors and alarm boxes.
The home, which had between 30 and
50 residents, was a private facility.

Suspicious of Russia
An immediate attack on a suspected
foreign submarine is unusual.
For more than a decade, neutral Sweden has regularly reported violations of its
territorial waters by mystery submarines.
Most suspicion fell on the Soviet Union.
A Whiskey class Soviet submarine ran
aground near a major Swedish naval base
in the early 1980s.
Since the collapse of the Soviet Union,
the number of reported violations has
dropped. The Swedish government has
raised the issue of continued violations in
meetings with Russian defense and intelligence leaders.
The most serious previous incident was
in May, when the military said it had conclusive evidence that it had tracked two
submarines during the month.

@ Navy fifes grenades
and depth charges
at mystery sub

0 OPEC searches for
formula to nudge
up oil prices

STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) - The
navy fired grenades and depth charges at a
suspected foreign submarine in Sweden’s
southern territorial waters Wednesday, the
military said.
During a coastal fleet exercise near
Oxelosund, about 60 miles south of Stockholm, navy ships detected "suspected foreign underwater activity" and immediately attacked, said military spokesman Bertil
’Fernert.
He would not say how many rounds
were fired, but that the military was checking to determine if anything was hit.

GENEVA (AP) - OPEC ministers
searched Wednesday for a formula that
would allow crude prices to rise as much
as $2 a barrel during the winter months.
Ministers of the 13 -nation Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
formally opened their fall strategy session,
then quickly adjourned to bargain private-
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ly over a new production agreement.
Delegates said ministers were intent on
finding a way to hold crude production at
current levels for the rest of the year.
The ministers are betting that if production is steady, crude prices will continue
rising in the October-December quarter,
even hitting their target of $21per 42-gallon barrel.
OPEC nations would like to see prices
firm, partly to offset the recent tumble in
the value of the dollar. Oil is priced in dollars so the producers’ purchasing power
has been dipped by the fall in the currency.
All depend heavily on crude revenues to
pay foreign debts and buy needed imports.
Prices recently have strengthened as
Western companies replenished their
stocks ahead of the cold weather in the
United States and Europe.
OPEC Secretary-General Subroto said
the group’s economists forecast demand of
25.1 million barrels a day in the OctoberDecember period. Other forecasters put it
closer to 26 million barrels a day.
Saudi Arabia, the world’s largest crude
exporter, reported production of 8.4 million barrels a day last month. Iran, the
group’s No. 2 supplier, listed its output as
3.2 million barrel a day.
The cartel faces the comfortable situation of rising demand for its product at a
time one of its prime suppliers is out of the
market. Iraq has been barred from selling
crude exports since invading fellow OPEC
member Kuwait in August 1990.

Phone: 924-3277 MI FAX: 924-3282
HOSTESS NEEDED TO WORK IN
Japanese karaoke nightclub.
Dressy attire ’sated. Most be 21
or older & have valid work permit.
Good salary plus tips. Bilingual a
plus. Apply in person 7:30 - 9:00
pm., Mon.- Sat. Ask for Joe or
Tama. Chez Nous Hans. 20030
Stevens Creek Blvd., Cupertino.
406446-4262.

EARN $500. OR MORE WEEKLY
stuffing envelopes at home. Send
long SASE to: Courtly LivirelShop
SANDWICH MAKERS/PREP./37. pas. Dept. 116, P.O. Box 1779,
Hr. P.T. days. M - F. Apply 2:00 Denham Spings. LA 70727.
3:00 pm. 848 N. Frst St. SanJose.
$7.00 PER HOIJR JOBS
BASKETBALL MANAGERS
8 host shorts /Part or Fulibme
needed for 1992-93 season.
DAY, SWNG OR GRAVE SHIFTS
No experience needed just great
Excellent benefits.
attitude! Contact Coach Stewart or
We tran.
Coach Hannon at 9244245.
No experience necessary,
WEEKLY PAY
MAY CHIA CS Masters Student
Credit anon
Call 534.1947 again, re: job.
Special jobs to $8.50 per has.
You telt incomplete phone number. Apply: 8 arm-5 pm. Makday Frdey
Vinguard SeramIty Santee
DANCE TEACHERS!
3212 Scott Bid Santa Clam
Teachng kids ages 3- 12 danoe. Neer 101 at San Tomas & Obott
Car & bib required. Pact-tire.
9968956.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
’Teachers & Substitutes.
EARN SUBSTANTIAL INCOME on
*Medical / Dental Benefits.
a parttime basis. Hi fiber wegM
*Sidi& Vacation Pay.
loss program. Perfect for dorm
’Errol:see (1rldcae Cleat.
lwrar, Call Gayle at 7797896.
*Employee Referral Bonus.
Nov4 hiring for before and after
sctrol age child care pograms
GROWTH OPPORTUNITY! Start
$7 ./1y. tuned. open** br clerical
and preschool creams.
pos. w/child dev. bkgrrcii. Bffirgual
Mninurn 12 units ECE
He
state
conrun
Eng/Spen. pet
or related coarse work
tracted child care prgrm. Learn W P lie. elementary Ed. or recreation).
cornp. system. Conduct child devel- Also hong credential students or
opment assessments at family day
equivalent to work in our private
care homes. Closing date: elementary as instructional aids.
9/18/92. 5:00 pm. Must com- We are often* FT. PT, split shirts
and flrs, hairs for students.
plete app. at ESO Personnel Dept
1445 Oakland Rd. Si. 9710888.
Cad (408)257-7321
for an interview
TEACHERS/ INSTRUCTORS P/T
a father nforrnation.
Inst for elem. schools. Degree not
reamed. $6./M. 406287-8025.
TEACHER AT HIGH QUALITY drop
in play center for 2-12 yr okis. Flat
PART-TIME AND FULL.TIME PT sched. day, eve. weekends.
International Marketing florn seek- Mn. 6 ECE units nio. 12 pref. Kids
ire dynamic. seff-motvated inclMd Park near Oatirldge Mall 281-8880.
leis to he build amending South
Bay area. 408-365-9869. Sales DELIVERY DRIVERS & CANIERS
di management pashons available.
DAY & EVENING SHIFTS AVAIL
Good pay Must he ratable and
had mita*. Apply In person.
COMPUTER Progermerr f/t or p/t
with IS or MS needed. Send
Pasta Mu Restaurant
resume lionstmann Sort. 4 N. 2nd 2565 N. Fist St or call 435.7300.
St. Si, 95113, FAX 4062986157.
CRUISE
SHIPS
HIRING
DATA ENTRY/COMPUTER OPER. Earn 2,000. ../month. Summer &
Warner Custom Music seeking career employment available. No
dependable, detailonented comp. experienoe necessary. For program
oper. for tapernakIng prod. Owned. call 12065454155 m5_ C6041.
openings. 38 hrs. M - F. Call
EARN $1,500 WEEKLY mailing as
Mke at 41559293(X). E.O.E.
circulars! Begin now! Free packet!
SEYS, Dept 15, Box 4000,
NOW HIRING
Cora, TN. 380184030.
Full & Part Time Poseons
Throughout Saban Valley
KARI MICHAELSO4
To $7.50 per har
"Katie from the NBC series
(Depend** an accidence)
011/111E A BREAK!
GRAVEYARD/WEEKEND
Seekteg 5 to 10 maNated
AVNLAMILITY A PLUS
4
pm.
spatsmhded ard/or
Apply 8 am. health or:odious rdividuais
Monday - Friday
to wak PI/FT to he build new
American Rotecthe Services
company. Posithe attitude
2041 Mission College Blvd.
aid neat appearance a must.
Suite 150, Santa Clam
(408)7274704 or 7278922.
EOE M/F/H/V Moe 1944.

HELP WANTED

)4.

CHILDCARE. 1 hour in mornings
and 3 hours in afternoons. Must
have car di be able to drhe & pick
up from school. Call Jeanette at
2435633 evenings.

2 MASTER BORNS, 2 full baths,
6 closets, 2 blocks from SiSU.
Underground parking, laundry
roan, BBQ area, pool table, png
pong table. Free cable TV.
148 E. Wiliam St. Move In bonus!
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! Call Cinch( at 9470803.
Many positions. Great benefits.
Call 16C03363388 art. P 3310. 780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
1 batn./1ba. $610. avail. 10/10.
$16.00 PER HOUR SALARY
2 bd./2 ba start $770. met now.
Wak or ride bike to school. LaunTelemarketing / Carwassrg.
dry facilities. Secured entrance.
Lawn aeration
Ample parking. Cable TV avail.
Weekends & berets.
Start Sattadm - Pad Monday.
Remodeled, roomy & very clean.
(408) 7324443
Call Manager 288.91570 N. nag
THE OPORTUNITY OF THE 904!
Expanding a business in Northern
California. Working Independently
fiat tole or patbme with unlimited
income potential. Products are
stated-teat if **crested Please
call (415)5135509.

LOOKING FOR A FEMALE roommate to live with a handicapped
man as a personal companion, if
you are interested, call Brian at
298-2308 after 4 pm.
THE ROOMMATE SERVICE
Largest selection.
Lae Cost
Fast results.
3410 Stevens Come Bin
Open Mon.- Sat, 11 ern. 7 an
241-5510

SERVICES

ROOM 4 RENT In horn*, 3 mi. 1000’s OF SCHOLARSHIP $5311
from S1SU. Berryessa. $308./mo. meltable. Recorded message goes
Call Shawn or Medi 9268951.
details. (408)754-1418.

NOW RENTING! 2 BDRM./2 BA. ROOM 4 nint. 1 bk. fr SJSU. Vic.
spacious apartments starting at house, 2 rrns 4 $300. ea. 10%
$700. per month. Security gate. PG&E/mo.$200.dep. 2937926.
Off street parking. Call Dan at
POP SYSTEMS HAS JOB openings 2955256 or cane by State House
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC!!
ii htech corrputer rdustry. Call
As. comer of 11th and William
Urwanted har remosed forever.
(408) 944-0301 for interest in
Specialist Confidential.
a full-time account executive or
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Disposable or your own probe.
part-trne shipping / meeting clerk with all electric kitchen, dishwash
247-74101.
position.Excellent opportunity er, air conditioning gated cohered 335 S. Baywood An. San Jose, Ca.
for marketing majors or any
parking and on site laundry.
graduating senior.
Bright and My. Quiet nice for staff.
TUITION ASSISTANCE.
OK forte. 1 bbck from campus.
$29 B. an ad avertable.
GREEKS & CWBS, RAISE A COOL
From $670. / month.
Free nfamation about snoring
$1,000.00,, just one week! Plus Aspen vintage Tower. 2974705.
money for education.
51.000. kr the member who coast
Ask about air guarantee.
And a free headphone radio just for WILLOW GARDENS APTS. 408 -258.52320 800 -7436762.
rating 18C09320528, an. 65.
Minutes from San .lose State.
Spacious 2 bedroom apts. with 2
30 BILLION DOLLARS!!!
full baths. Ideal for students and
In scholarships & financial ad,
roommates. Swimming pool,
and it’s wan,* for you!
HOUSING
saunas, weight room and clubI guarantee you’ll receive funds
ROOM FOR RENT $325. mo. So. house. Quality living at a reasonhorn at least one soute
6th St or. Reed. Private, fridge, kit able rate. Ask for student discount
or I’ll refund you money.
share bath, con w/d. 286.1110.
1750 Stoles St. (408) 998.0300.
Local aimless.
Call Steve at 554-6457

WRITING & RESEARCH Seabee.
CALL IJNDA TODAY!
Term paper & thesis preparation For expenenced, professional word
and assistance. All supects. Quat prooessirg, Theses, term papers,
fied writers an even topic. Eclarg.
group projects, etc. Al formats
Rewntrng, Resumes. ESL students
ncludng APA. Quoli remn.
welcomed. Work guaranteed.
Transcripton arid Fax services
Emergencies a specialty. Fast. available. Almacien,Branham area.
satisfactory service. Improve your
Phone 2644504.
grades! (Berkeley) 510-841-5036.
PERFECT PAGE P11121USHING
CASH FOR COLLEGE!!
Resumes, newsletters. logos,
Scholarshps & financial ad
prornoticnals. papers. theses.
available regardless of grades or
Student ckscounts.
parents’ mane! *Over 300.000
’Diadem Solutions for Every
scholashps toted* $29 Man!
Desktop Pubishng Need ’
Average of 100 sarces of solicitTog pm. (408) 997-7055.
arshps, fin. ad 81 grants ri each
40 page report? ’Call for free nfo.
I HATE TO TYPO
1-803944-0066 ext 7620.
II this got you attention.
ghe yotroeff a break.
Let me cb it for you!
Free pd, up and deanery.
WORD PROCESSING
$2.00 per page.
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Cal ble at
Word Processing! Theses, term
998-8.354.
papers. Nursrg & group projects.
resumes, letters, manusapts. etc. EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Wad Perfect 5.1, HP Laser let. All Science and English papers / the
formats plus APA. Smart& punts, ses our specialty. Laser printng.
anon and grammar assistance. All Free spell check and storage
work guaranteed? Save $33 with APA. Turabian and other formats.
Referral Discounts! For svcryfree, Resumes, editing, graphics
dependable, and prompt service. and other services available.
call PAM 2472681(8 ani8 pm). Masterson’s Word Processing
Cal Pala cr Virginia 4082510449.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word Pnocesang Tarn Papers
WORD PROCESSING
Theses. Graduate Work. APA &
Overwheinsed by reports
Turanian. Desktop Publishing,
lobe typed"
Graphic Dose’, & Layout
RELAX & LEAVE THE TYING TO ME
Laser ()input
Graduate & undergrad. Resumes.
Satisfaction Guaranteed
terrn papers. theses, Otters. etc.
V. I. P. Graphks
24 hour turnaround on most work.
Near Oalirdge MM
Appointment necessary.
3639254.
Call Anna:
9724992.

DAILY CLASSIFIED-ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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Ad Rates:

3 -line

Wee

minimum
Tyre
Days
57
Sa
59
510

Tlwee
Days
59
510
511
512

Fate
Days
511
512
S13
S14

Five
Days
513
514
S’S
516

SI for each additional line

After the fifth day, rate lerereenet by &into day.
Rst !me QS spaceshin bold free of rtharge
lp no’ additional words available in baid for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
9-9 lines: $70. 10-14 lines: $90
15-191ines: $110.

Add.,,,

Please check /
your classification:

Coy I oaie
rho,.

Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University,
San Jose, CA, 95192-01411
Classified desks located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room /09.
Deadline: TWO days before publicatkw,
Al) ads are prepaid.
Consecutive publications dates only
r.,11iett am Is on r arx Hind ads
QUESTIONS? CALL (4OS) 924-3277

- Arriouncemer its
- Automotive
- Electronics
For Sale
_ Creek
Help Wanted
- Housing
- Lost and Found
- Services
_ Travel
- Tutoring
- Word Processing

Pr

=.111101.1.1.

8

Thursday, September 17 1992

San Jose State University

SPARTAN

DAILY

Absence Makes The
Heart Grow Fonder.

Patience Is A Virtue.

If These Two ClichØs Aren’t
True, Boy Are We Screwed.

Temporarily
Sold Out

At the risk of one adage leading to another, stuff happens. Snapple all natural iced teas, juice drinks, sodas, sports drinks and juices are such a
hit in California, our five local bottlers can’t keep up. We’ve been working day and night to fix
this by Fall. Even adding more bottlers. In the meantime, if you’re having trouble finding your
favorite flavor, try any of the other 52. Many are still available. And if you come up empty,
don’t worry. Good things come to those who wait.

Made from the best stuff on earth’:

A

-----

